Fruit Slices
Designed by Whistler Studios
Featuring the Citrus Collection by Another Point of View
Size: 54" x 63"

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt project
Fruit Slices
Designed by Whistler Studios
Featuring the Citrus Collection by Another Point of View
Size: 54” x 63”
Block Size: 9” square

Fabric Requirements:

Fat Quarter Each:
- 37511-2 Red / 37511-3 Orange / 37511-8 Aqua / 37512-1 Green / 37512-5 Purple
- 37512-6 Coral / 37512-8 Aqua / 37514-1 Green / 37514-2 Red / 37514-3 Orange / 37514-5 Purple
- 37514-8 Aqua / 37515-5 Purple / 37515-6 Coral / 37515-8 Aqua

2 5/8 yards White solid 35370

Additional 5/8 yard 37514-2 for binding
3 3/4 yards backing

Cutting:

Note: This quilt can be tricky so read the instructions then cut and sew all pieces carefully.

All seam allowances are 1/4” wide.
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Block size 9” x 9”

Cutting & Assembly:
Fruit Strip Template - cut fan shaped strips using the template provided.

1. Dark Portion of Fruit Slice
   A - Cut (30) 37514-8 Aqua Check
   B - Cut (30) 37515-8 Aqua Stripe
   C - Cut (30) 37514-3 Orange Check
   D - Cut (30) 37514-2 Red Check
   E - Cut (36) 37515-6 Coral Stripe
   F - Cut (36) 37514-1 Green Check
   G - Cut (60) 37514-5 Purple Check

2. Light Portion of Fruit Slice
   A - Cut (25) 37512-8 Aqua Mini Check
   B - Cut (25) 37511-8 Orange Tattersall Check
   C - Cut (25) 37511-3 Orange Tattersall Check
   D - Cut (25) 37511-2 Red Tattersall Check
   E - Cut (30) 37512-6 Coral Mini Check
   F - Cut (30) 37512-1 Green Mini Check

Join the dark and light strips together alternating dark and light, starting and ending with a dark strip. This will complete one fruit slice. Dark A goes with Light A, Dark B goes with Light B, etc. When you are complete, you will have a total of (42) fruit slices.
White Center
  Cut (42) using the template provided.

White Background
  Cut (42) using the white background template provided. Please note that this piece is 1/2 the size so be sure to cut on fold as indicated.

Take one fruit slice and one white center; with right sides together, pin carefully around the center curve and clip white center seam allowance to make sewing easier. Machine stitch, press flat. Take the white background and with right sides together, join to the outside edge of the fruit slice. Clip seam allowance for easier sewing around the curve of white background if necessary. Press Flat. You have now created one 9” block.

Repeat this step until you have (42) Blocks. At this point it is good to check the measurement of each block to be 9 1/2” x 9 1/2”. Trim accordingly.

Final Assembly:

The blocks will be joined in rows. Following the Assembly Diagram on the next page, line up your blocks using the orientation and block letter as indicated for color / pattern placement.

When you have completed each of the 7 rows, sew the rows together.

Add batting and backing. Quilt using your favorite method.

Bind and Enjoy!

---

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download other Free Projects
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TEMPLATES

FRUIT STRIP

PLACE ON FOLD

WHITE BACKGROUND

WHITE CENTER
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